RCS-Active
High Speed Coin Recycler
Float and till management solution
Active Sorting® technology

Cash is a Cross-Functional Challenge and Connect™ is the Solution
The future of cash means businesses have scrutinize every area of the enterprise where they can save costs and
be more operationally efficient. PayComplete Connect organizes cash oversight and management into a single
dashboard, unlocking the power of unified transactions management. The RetailConnect™ module is the tool
retailers need to streamline cash management in real time across retail operations .
 POS Balancing (RetailConnect)
Automatic reconciliation of daily
balances through Point of Sale
(POS)
 Financial Control
Real-time transaction
monitoring

 CIT Integration
Integrate with your
CIT’s management systems for fast
order requests and credit for bank
deposits
 ERP Integration
Reports daily balances and
accounting

 Maximum Uptime and Service
Real-time device and event
monitoring ensure maximum
uptime
 Optimize Cash
Share insights into your cash cycle
for better cash order planning and
rest assured you’ll always have
precisely what you need

RCS-Active

Competitive Features
Large Coin Capacity
Recycle up to 23,400, deposit up to
8,650 coins; fewer CIT pickups, more
time between other admin activities
2,000 Coins Processed Per Minute
Efficient coin processing, fast till
counts, and quick shift changes
Active Sorting®
Higher throughput thanks to
advanced sensor technology

Advanced Sensors
Detect diameter, thickness,
magnetic properties, surface
and bulk conductivity for more
sophisticated sorting
Improved Coin Outlet Chutes
New Y-chute design reduces jams
during deposits. A dedicated outlet
for each hopper adds another layer
of protection from coin jams

Accessible Height
Shorter and more accessible
than competitors while
maintaining high coin capacity
Separate Access to Upper/Lower
Compartments

Increase serviceability and security by
restricting access to the coin vault only

RCS-ACTIVE

DEPOSIT SPEED

Up to 2,000 coins per minute

DISPENSE SPEED

Up to 2,400 coins per minute

RECYCLING STORAGE

Up to 23,400 coins / 8 coin hoppers (individually addressable)

STORAGE PICKUP / OVERFLOW

Up to 8,650 coins

TOTAL CAPACITY

32,050 coins

DENOMINATIONS

Up to 8 denominations recycled, international currencies available

SIZE (WxDxH) WITHOUT PC

26.97 x 29.78 x 45.61″ (685 x 756 x 1,158 mm)

VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY

100 – 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
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